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Bio 

David Nason has been involved in the construction industry in some way since he graduated 

from high school. He served in a Construction Battalion as an Engineering Aide in the U.S. Navy 

Reserve for 8 years and graduated from The University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee School of 

Architecture in 1991. With more than 25 years of experience as a carpenter, designer, project 

manager, production manager, and other jobs in residential, commercial, and restoration 

construction; David has a thorough understanding about every aspect of homes and buildings.  

After getting his home inspector license in 2013, David partnered with Tom Feiza, Mr. Fix-It, in 

2014 to learn the home inspection trade; he is now closing in on 2000 home inspections. In 

addition to home inspections, he also performs construction defect inspections as a building 

exterior expert. David earned his Level I EIFS Inspector certification in August 2018 and 

additional certifications as a Level II Building Envelope, EIFS, Stucco, and Adhered Stone Veneer 

Inspector in March 2020 through the Exterior Design Institute.  

David has made several presentations on home maintenance and exterior defect inspections to 

professional groups and, as a Home Inspector and Affiliate member in WAHI, he has been a 

speaker at previous WAHI seminars and at his local Milwaukee Chapter as well.  

In March 2020, David began hosting The Fix-It Show on AM 620 WTMJ in Milwaukee, WI every 

Saturday morning from 7am-9am after Tom Feiza retired from his very long and successful ride 

as host of the show.   

David is currently serving as the Chair of the WAHI Arbitration Committee and on the WAHI 

State Board as a Member at Large.   

For this seminar, David will join Peter Merrill, the President and CEO of Construction Dispute 

Resolution Services (CRDS), to share his insight, provide clarity and answer questions as a home 

inspector and as a trained CDRS Arbitrator.   


